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When designing your custom floral pieces Shady Elms we will meet with you for 
a style appointment.  Whether your style is vintage, rustic, glam or whimsical we will help 

you pull all of your ideas and pinterest board loves into your ultimate wedding day vision!  

This catalog serves as a guide for you to understand what is already included in your package 
and provide ideas for additional custom elements you may want to add in.  

Flower prices do fluctuate based on the type of flower or time you desire to use a particular 
flower.  There are many combinations and possibilities when designing wedding florals.  Because 
we do not wish to limit options to a specific list of florals or designs it is impossible to list exactly 
what is included within the package.  In general we created the floral package to include a 

middle priced flower across the board.  Examples of the types of flowers we often include in this
 package but are not limited to are roses, hydrangea, lisianthus, berries, wildflowers, stock, billy 
balls, renuculus, sunflowers, heather, astilbe, amaranthus, celosia, queen annes lace, scabosia 

pods and a variety of greens (please note availability is season dependent).  If you would prefer 
a more expensive flower in a specific area of your floral designs (such as: Peony’s, Juliet Roses, 

Succulents, or exotic flowers) you could simply upgrade your floral package.  If you would rather 
stay within the package pricing - no problem.  We would accomplish this by pulling funds 

commonly allocated to other elements of your overall floral budget.  The above photo is a 
perfect example.  It shows the brides bouquet with Juliet Roses, and Peony’s and the bridesmaids 
with simple Hydrangea bouquets.  This concept can be applied to any element of your wedding.  

The possibilites do make the floral catalog complex and if you ever feel overwhelmed simply 
close the catalog and focus of compiling ideas however you prefer... pinterest, magazine

 clippings, favorite blogs etc. and bring them to your style meeting.  
Where we will sort through eveything with you:)  
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BRIDE’S BOUQUET
The most grand of the bouquets and traditionally includes flowers such as roses, hydrangea, lisianthus, 

berries, and greens.  Wildflower bridal bouquets are also a beautiful option for the farm.  Have a little more fun and 
add flowers like renuculus, billy balls, sunflowers, heather, astilbe, amaranthus, celosia, queen annes lace or even thistles.  

There are so many options and names that sound crazy, but not to worry we are here to help you decide.  
Ultimately resulting in a custom designed bouquet of various flowers, textures, and ties that completely fits your style. 

 
TOSS BOUQUET

This is a small bouquet traditionally comprised of similar flowers to the bridal bouquet.  

BRIDESMAID BOUQUETS
Up to five bridesmaids bouquets are included in the package.  These bouquets are often smaller then the brides yet beautifully 

completment it.  They can be as simple as a hydranda bouquet (pictured on the cover).  They can mimic the brides with perhaps a 
pop of color (example in purple to the left).  Or pick a color palet and then give each bridesmaid a different bundle of one flower; 

one girl might have all daisies, another all tulips, another all hydranga, another all roses etc. << so fun!  What complements your style? 

FOR THOSE SPECIAL LADIES
Up to four mini bouquets, wristlets, or boutonnierers are included for the mothers and grandmothers.  

Also choose something for your flower girl such as a kissing ball, flower basket, wreath or something for her hair.   

THE GUYS
Up to eleven boutonnieres are included.  Commonly used for the groom, groomsmen, ring bearer, father, and grandfathers.   

Overlooking the pond and surrounded by beautiful trees 
the ceremony space is centrally located between the barn, carriage house and tented space.  The front of the ceremony is built up 

with antique barn stone and features a custom designed arbor with natural wisteria vines and antique crystal chandelier.   You will find 
potted greens and ferns decorating the base of the arbor.  Also included in the ceremony space are white garden chairs, a vintage 
alter table, and a chalkboard sign welcoming your guests to pick a seat not a side.   You can also upgrade to other chair styles or 

pews pictured above (1).  We also offer a custom oversized chalkboard program (2) for an additional price.  

In addition to this natural decor you may decide to sprinkle petals down the aisle and 
line the chairs with mason jars filled with flowers or candles.   All of which is included in your package.  

If you wish to upgrade your ceremony package you could add things like a floral swag on the top of the arbor, a unity piece on the 
vintage alter table or go even more elaborate and choose to cover the entire arbor with greens and florals (3). Perhaps you have 
pieces of your own that you woud like to incorporate into the ceremony space.  Perfect, we we work with each element to create a 

beautiful cohesive design!  

Bouquets & Boutonnieres

Ceremony
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Fresh floral centerpieces and décor designed especially for your reception. 
You may choose to use your own containers/decor for the floral table designs or the selection of table décor

 we have at the farm including items such as mason jars, milk glass, brass, wooden boxes, log slices, vintage books, 
table numbers burlap runners, etc.  Standardly included in the package you have access to the items 

perviously listed and flowers for each table to fill either a medium sized single item such as the brase (shown 
below the books) the wood stump (center of first row) or a small birdcage (center of last row), or you could choose 

a set of three small vases such as mason jars or milk glass for each table.  If you would like each of the tables to have 
a large arrangement such as the horizontal log (top left) or the wooden boxes (bottom row table number 4) this 
would be considered an upgrade.  During our style meeting we will help you create a package perfect for you.  

Reception Florals


